Mark Neville and the weaponisation of art

This documentary is both an urgent, present-tense observational story unfolding at
the heart of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and a re ective lm on the role of the artist
in war, as seen through the lens of Pulitzer nominated, British photographer, Mark
Neville. (Taster clips: https://www.andydunnonline.com/in-development-2)
On a personal level it’s the latest chapter in Mark’s life-long search for somewhere to call
home. His father’s suicide, and estrangement from his mother left Mark alone at an early
age and his photography has often mirrored his own sense of abandonment. Settling in
Kyiv was the rst time Mark ever really felt at home and now that home is under siege.
After two displaced months hopping from one air BnB to another through Poland, France
and UK, Mark and his partner Lukeriia have decided, against rational judgement, to return
to Kyiv and go on living their lives. Mark is embarking on the photography project of his
life and running his own self-styled aid programme along the way.
We’re looking for a fast commission, lming is well underway and Mark is in Ukraine right
now making his strongest statement yet, in a lifetime’s commitment to social
documentary photography.
Director/DP, Andy Dunn has begun lming in London and Marseille where Mark and his
partner Lukeriia were temporarily based and is now collaborating with a Ukrainian
lmmaker to capture footage of Mark on the ground, as he photographs Ukrainians who
have lost everything - except their will to survive.
“We were trying to prevent a war with a book. We are now trying to stop a war with a book.” (Mark
Neville)
https://www.vogue.com/article/stop-tanks-with-books-mark-neville-thinks-we-can-and-he-tells-uswhy
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Mark is an award winning artist whose almost formal, ash-lit, large format portraits of
everyday Ukrainians stand out against the darkness of the continuous stream of disaster
photo-journalism coming out of Ukraine. The news images are important, but the human
aspect of Marks work communicates the real cost of war in a gentle but equally powerful
way. Images from the beach at Odessa and street portraits in Donetsk show life before
the war:
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Stop Tanks with Books? -

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2022/feb/23/brave-woman-symbolises-ukraine-marknevilles-best-photograph-kremlin-falsehoods

Mark had been working on Stop Tanks With Books since he fell in love with Ukraine ve
years ago. He moved permanently to Kyiv 2019. The book is Mark’s way of personally
ghting Russian aggression. He sent 750 copies of the book to anyone with in uence this included Emmanuel Macron, Ursula von Der Leyen, Justin Trudeau.
But this isn’t his rst ‘campaign’ of this kind; his experience as a war artist in Helmand,
Afghanistan in 2010 profoundly changed his life and his view of the institutions designed
to keep us safe. The lm will explore Mark’s journey with PTSD, his run-ins with the
Ministry of Defence and look at the canon of ‘war art’ he is now part of.
As Mark put it – “Throughout my career, I have seen the role of the artist as one of

counteracting state propaganda. When I embedded with the paras in Afghanistan in 2010, I
found the gap between what I saw and what was reported mind-blowing. What changes
people’s minds about a con ict is a poem, a song, or a photograph. It’s people’s feelings
that need to be changed. To my mind, that’s the role of the artist.”

The strength of this lm is the visceral, present-day story, on Mark’s shoulder in Ukraine.
He’ll be making portraits of Ukrainians who stayed or were left behind alongside personally
implementing an aid programme in some of the worst hit areas of the country. This thread
will be woven with a broader story of how his mission as an artist has developed through a
lifetime of subverting the ne-art world to better serve his subjects and now his passionate
desire to make work that doesn’t contribute to the ‘war-porn’ of news photojournalism.
With privileged access to this, de ning moment in Mark’s life and career, this will be a
powerful, emotional lm with serious, deep things to say about war, art and the human
condition

Andy Dunn
+44 (0)7776 141 813
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www.andydunnonline.com
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His images of Ukrainian soldiers put faces to the names of the nation’s defenders:

